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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study 

Translation is a branch of linguistics. According to Baker (1992:04), 

“translation is a discipline which has to concern itself with how meaning is 

generated within and between various groups of people in various cultural 

setting”, while Newmark (1988:05), states that translation is “rendering the 

meaning of a text into another language in the way that the author intended the 

text”. Hence, translation not only translates word by word but it also has to 

consider the cultural setting of the target language. 

In this globalization era, translation becomes an important part because a 

lot of information is provided in many languages. Much of information from 

foreign countries is served in foreign language, particularly English language 

because it is an international language. As a proof, there are many English news 

programs, drama series, books, novels, or movies can be found in Indonesia.  

Whereas in fact, English is positioned as a foreign language in this country; it 

means that many Indonesian people are strange with English. Thus, translation is 

needed to understand the contents of that information.   

In the area of translation study, there are interpreting, dubbing and 

subtitling. Interpreting and dubbing is a process of translation from spoken 

language into spoken one, while the process of subtitling is from spoken language 

into written language. A work which usually uses subtitling is a movie. Because 
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of the differences cultures and language among one country from another 

countries, for example English and Indonesia, subtitling is needed in order to the 

movie viewers can grasp the contents of the movies. As a result, almost all foreign 

movies which are run in Indonesia have Indonesian subtitles.  

In subtitling, there are at least two different types of language, that are, 

the source language and the target language, e.g. English language and Indonesia 

language. Sometimes, it is not easy for a subtitler to translate the source language 

(SL) into the target language (TL) because he has to ponder the product of his 

subtitling, whether it is match with the movie scene or not. Besides, there are 

some difficulties in conducting translation process which must be faced by a 

translator, such as; the difference of language system between SL and TL, the 

complexity of semantic and stylistic, the difference level of the translators’ 

proficiency and the quality of the SL text (Nababan, 1999:55-60). Thus, a 

translator especially a movie subtitler has some strategy to encounter these 

problems. According to Gottlieb (in Anderman. http://books.google.co.id), there 

are some strategies that can be used in subtitling, they are expansion, paraphrase, 

transfer, imitation, transcription, dislocation, condensation, decimation, deletion, 

and resignation. The aim of these strategies is to get the equivalence so that the 

message of the movies can be reached.  

In this study, the writer will analyze the equivalent strategy which is used 

in a comedy movie entitled Night at the Museum 2: Battle of the Smithsonian 

directed by Shawn Levy. It is translated into Indonesian subtitling by Sukair. 

Night at the Museum 2 is the sequel of Night at the Museum. This movie is 
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released on 2009 and it is still about the story of Larry Daley. He has become a 

success entrepreneur after retired from his early job as a night guard at the 

Museum of Natural History, a museum where the signature exhibits will come to 

life in the night because of magical Egyptian artifact called Akhmenrah tablet. 

Larry has never forgotten his band of eclectic pals. So when he hears that New 

York’s Museum of Natural History has shipped its dated exhibits to the 

Smithsonian Institute’s underground storage facility, he feels compelled to do 

something about it (Adam, 2009. http://www.timeout.com). The writer takes 

Night at the Museum 2 movie as the subject as the study for the reason that this 

movie is a simple and funny movie and the writer also find equivalent strategy 

signal to reach the equivalence of the Indonesian subtitling.   

In the subtitling of Night at the Museum 2: Battle of the Smithsonian, the 

researcher finds that the subtitler used some equivalent strategy. One of them is 

deletion strategy, for instance: 

1. SL : October 27th. The year of our Lord 1858. 
TL : 27 Oktober 1858. 

By analyzing the above example; it can be known that the subtitler had 

deleted the phrase “The year of our Lord” . He translates the phrase into ’27 

Oktober 1858’. When the phrase is translated into full translation, the translation 

will be ‘27 Oktober. Tahun Tuhan kita 1858’ and it will make the readers get 

difficulty in understanding the subtitle because they have to think first, what 

meant by the year of our lord. It will move the viewers’ attention toward the 

movie. As a result, here, the subtitler prefers to delete that phrase so that the 

readers can catch the message of the movie easily.  
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Not only using deletion strategy, occasionally, the subtitler also uses 

expansion or addition strategy. This strategy is applied to give detail information 

without changing the message of the movie so that the readers will understand it 

better. For better understanding, it is the example of expansion strategy found in 

Night at the Museum 2 movie: 

2. SL : Blah, blah, blah. History, history. Learning, learning. 
TL : Bla, bla, bla. Sejarah dan sejarah lagi. Belajar dan memahami. 
 
From the above example, it can be seen that the subtitler has added the 

word “lagi”  and “dan” in its Indonesian subtitling. It is done to make the 

utterance clearer and more acceptable so that equivalence can be grasped.  

Considering those discussions above, the writer is interested in studying 

equivalent strategy which is used in a movie, especially in the Night at the 

Museum 2 movie. Henceforth, the writer takes the study entitled Equivalence 

Strategy Used in Night at the Museum 2: Battle of the Smithsonian Movie and Its 

Subtitle. 

 

B. Previous Study  

In this research, the writer uses such previous researches to prove the 

originality of the research. The first previous study was done by Handoko, 

graduated from Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta (2008) entitled Analysis 

of Expansion and Deletion Strategies in Subtitling of Harry Potter and The Goblet 

of Fire Movie. In his research, he analyzed the subtitling by using expansion and 

deletion strategy. The research shows that the subtitler mostly uses obligatory 

specification in expansion strategy in order to avoiding misleading interpretation, 
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making the understanding easier, and making the subtitling result more natural. 

Whereas, the reason of implementing deletion strategy are making the subtitling 

results shorter and more natural. 

The second previous research was done by Maslahah, graduated from 

Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta (2010) entitled A Translation Analysis of 

Deletion Strategy in Subtitling of The Film Entitled a Cinderella Story.  The 

writer analyzed subtitling used deletion strategy.  She concludes that in A 

Cinderella Story movie, the subtitler implements deletion strategy because of 

several reasons, such as general aim, duration and readability. Moreover, the 

reason which is mostly used by the subtitler is general aim.  

The similarity of this research with the above is take place in the scope of 

the study that is translation study.  At the same time as, the dissimilarity of this 

study with the two previous studies lie down in the object of the study. The 

previous researchers take Harry Potter and The Goblet of Fire Movie and A 

Cinderella Story Movie as the object. The first previous study focuses on the 

expansion and deletion strategy, while the second one only focuses on the deletion 

strategy and here the writer takes Night at the Museum 2: Battle of the 

Smithsonian Movie as the object of the study, whereas the focus of the study takes 

place on the equivalence strategy. 
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C. Problem Statement 

Based on the statement above, the writer formulates the research problem 

as the followings. 

1. What are the equivalence strategies which are used in the subtitling of Night 

at the Museum 2: Battle of the Smithsonian movie?  

2. How is equivalency and non-equivalency after using equivalence strategy? 

 

D. Objective of the Study 

Based on the problem statement above, the researcher has the following 

objectives. 

1. Describing the equivalence strategies which are used to reach the equivalence 

in the subtitling of Night at the Museum 2: Battle of the Smithsonian movie. 

2. Describing the equivalent and non-equivalent message after using 

equivalence strategy. 

 

E. Benefit of the Study 

From this research, the writer expects that this study has the benefits 

which are divided into theoretical and practical benefits, they are as follows. 

1. Theoretical Benefits 

a. This research finding will give contribution in translation study 

particularly in the scope of subtitling.  

b. The result of this research will enhance the theories of subtitling movies, 

intensely subtitling of an English movie into Indonesian subtitle. 
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2. Practical Benefit 

a. Subtitler 

For the movie subtitlers, the research finding can be used to enrich their 

knowledge in order to improve their subtitles. 

b. Other researcher 

The result of the research can be used to add the reference for other 

researcher in studying movie subtitle. 

c. Teacher  

This research provides more understanding of equivalent strategy of 

movie subtitling particularly for foreign language teachers.  

d. Student  

This research can enhance the knowledge of the foreign language student 

mainly related with translation field.  

 

F. Research Paper Organization 

The research paper organization is arranged systematically. This part is 

given in order to make the reader understand the content of the research paper 

easily.  In this case, the writer organizes her paper into five chapters. 

Chapter 1 is introduction. It consists of background of the study, previous 

study, problem statement, objective of the study, benefit of the study, and research 

paper organization. 

Chapter 2 is underlying theory that covers the notion of translation, 

translation process, type of translation, method of translation, concept of 
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equivalence, equivalence strategy, notion of subtitling, principle of subtitling, 

concept of movie, and characteristics of language in movie subtitling. 

Chapter 3 is research method. It deals with type of research, object of 

research, data and data source, technique of collecting data, and technique of 

analyzing data.  

Chapter 4 is data analysis and discussion. The research finding presents 

the equivalence strategies which are used in the subtitling of Night at the Museum 

2: Battle of the Smithsonian movie and the equivalent and non-equivalent 

message after using equivalence strategy. 

Chapter 5 is conclusion and suggestion. After chapter 5, the writer 

presents bibliography, virtual reference, and appendix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


